
 

Dancing bones  
taniec 
 
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dancing bones x2 
Doing the skeleton Dance.  
The foot bone’s connected with the leg bone 
The leg bones connected to the  knee bone. 
The knee bone is connected to the thigh bone.  
Doing the skeleton dance. 
Thet high bone is connected to the hip bone. 
The hip bone is connected to the backbone 
The backbone is connected to the neck bone.  
Doing the skeleton dance. 
Shake your hands to the left. Shake your hands 
to the right.  
Put your hands in the air.  
Put your hands  other side!  
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle …. 
 

 

 

Who  took a candy from the trick or treat bag 
Zabawa 
 

The monster took a candy from a trick or treat bag 
Who me ? 
Yes, you 
Not me 
Than WHO ? 
The ghost took a candy from a trick or treat bag. 
Who me ? 
Yes, you 
Not me 
Than WHO? 
 
A witch, a pirate, a wampire 
 
 

 

 
Zabawa-pukanie do 
drzwi w Halloween 

 

Knock, knock, trick or treat WHO ARE YOU ? 

I am a ghost, I’m  a Little host. (I am a black cat……) 



piosenka  

Autumn leaves  are falling down, falling down 
Red and Yellow, Orange and Brown  
Turing, Turing all around 
Down, down, down 
Rake a rake and rake them up , rake them up, pile them high 
Pile them high up to the sky and them jump in. 
 
zabawa 

Red leaves falling x2 on the ground x2 
Autumn time is comming all around, all around 
 Green leaves falling, Green leaves falling on the ground on the ground 
Autumn time is comming all around, all around. 
Orange, Brown, Yellow …. 

 

 

I  am cherry, round and red x3 
And taste really good. 
I am an Orange round and orange x3 
And grow on a tree. 
A am a banana yellow and long x3 
Do you like my song? 
I am an apple green and yellow , yellow and red x2 
And I am tasty! 
I am a kiwi oval and brown x3 
I am green inside 
I am a strawberry fresh and red x3 
And I’m really sweet 
I am a plum and I’m round and purple x3 
Great with vitamins. 
 

Cloudy, Cloudy sky 
Goodbye Sun, goodbye 
See you in a year 
 Now it is autumn here 
Cloudy, Cloud sky 
Goodbye ocean, goodbye 
See you in a year 
 Now it is autumn here 
Cloudy, Cloud sky 
Goodbye beach, goodbye 
See you in a year 
 Now it is autumn here 
 

 

 


